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Capt. Adrian Gallati joins Swiss Aviation Consulting®
Hünenberg/Zug, Switzerland, 17 May 2016 – Swiss Aviation
Consulting® announces that Capt. Adrian Gallati joined the group
in March 2016. Adrian Gallati has been appointed Surveyor /
Operations Auditor for the group’s aircraft asset management and
advisory divisions. Furthermore, he will support Swiss Aviation
Consulting’s Part NCC offerings.
Dr. Daniel Lütolf, Managing Director and Chairman says: “Adrian
Gallati is a key addition to the group. His training as a captain and
TRI, combined with his knowledge of aviation operation and
management, is essential in his role as surveyor as well as for
our Part-NCC compliance support service which has met great demand.”
Adrian Gallati’s aviation career began as a First Officer on the Bombardier fleet at Austrian
Airlines in 2004. In parallel to his graduation as BSc in Aviation Operation & Management he
worked as a First Officer and Flight Safety & Security Manager for SkyWork Airlines in Bern. At
Skywork Airlines he quickly became a Captain on the Q400. In addition he expanded his
knowledge in top-level management advisory by helping the operator acquire new financial
investors and manage its fleet, ensuring the safety of operations at the same time. In 2014 he
joined easyJet Switzerland in Geneva and Basel for two years. On a part-time basis he
consulted ATO’s in Lausanne and family offices with private jets in the Middle East. Adrian has
worked as freelance surveyor for Swiss Aviation Consulting since 2015 and has now joined the
group on a permanent basis. Adrian is fluent in German, English, French and Italian.
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About Swiss Aviation Consulting®
Swiss Aviation Consulting® is an independent aviation advisory group headquartered in Hünenberg/Zug,
Switzerland with affiliates in the UAE, Malaysia and South Africa and a representative office in the UK. Swiss
Aviation Consulting was launched in November 2005. It is among the few truly independent global aviation
consultants, offering services such as Aircraft Asset Management, Aircraft Sales and Acquisition Support,
Risk Management, Strategic and Operational Advisory, Continuing Airworthiness Management Services
(CAMO+).
SAC Swiss Aviation Consultants LLC, SWICAMO LLC, Swiss AeroRisk Management LLC, SWICAMO
MIDDLE EAST AVIATION SERVICES L.L.C., SWISS AEROCONSULTANT (ASIA) SDN. BHD. and Swiss
Aviation Consulting Africa (PTY) Ltd. are Swiss AeroHoldings Ltd. companies operating under the Swiss
Aviation Consulting brand. Swiss Aviation Consulting is positioned as a general know-how provider to
aviation organisations such as:
Financial Institutions/Lessors
To support their aircraft financing business with aircraft asset management services (aircraft inspections,
operator audits, operation and contract monitoring, valuations, aircraft acquisition and re-marketing, lease
contract default management and/or repossessions).
Aircraft Operators
To offer operations consulting (compliance and safety management solutions, risk management, AOC
application support, total start-up support, process (re)engineering, operator and supplier audits,
management consulting, M&A services and/or CAMO+) especially to reach compliance with EASA Part
NCC.
Aircraft Owners
To act as their trustees with all respects to their aviation undertakings.

For further information refer to www.swic.aero.

